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QUESTION NO: 1 
 

How are multiple retention categories supported with EmailXtender?
 

A. A single EmailXtender folder may be assigned multiple retention periods to ensure that

duplicate messages are removed.

B. A new EmailXtender folder must be created for each unique retention category. Messages

classified to multiple folders are duplicated.

C. Multiple EmailXtender folders must be created, each supporting a different retention period.

However, duplicate messages may be removed if

the folders reference the same containers and volume set.

D. Multiple EmailXtender folders may be created, each supporting a different retention period.

Duplicate messages are removed across folders

automatically.
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 

Which two DiskXtender elements are created by EmailXtender/DiskXtender integration? (Choose

two.)
 

A. Purge Rule

B. Extended Drive

C. Move List

D. Move Rule

E. Move Group
 

Answer: D,E

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 

In the EmailXtender (EX) Events Dialog the following error appears:

 

MAPI_E_NETWORK_ERROR

 

In a production environment, which two steps should be taken to resolve this problem? (Choose

two.)
 

A. stop and restart the EX Data Source service

B. verify connectivity between EX and Exchange servers

C. stop and restart the MAPI service
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D. stop and restart the EX Network service
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 4 
 

How are Instant Messages (IM) associated with users?
 

A. IM buddy names are synchronized using the EX Address Rule service.

B. IM buddy names are added as legacy addresses or common names to the messaging system's

address book.

C. IM buddy names are synchronized with Exchange and Domino using the native IM Gateway.

D. IM buddy names are added as mailboxes to the messaging system's address book.
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 

What are three common elements of a formal discovery request to be executed against message

archives? (Choose three.)
 

A. unique message ID

B. date range within which the target documents (messages) are expected

C. size of targeted documents

D. names of targeted users or employees

E. subject matter or legal issue
 

Answer: B,D,E

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 

A company has 8,000 mailboxes in two locations: 5,500 at site A and 2,500 at site B. They plan to

capture all messages in a central location. How many servers should they have and how should

they deploy them?
 

A. two servers in site A and one server in site B

B. one server in site A and 1 server in site B

C. one server in site A

D. two servers in site A
 

Answer: C
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QUESTION NO: 7 
 

What is stored within a volume?
 

A. Container Files

B. Messages

C. Folders

D. Indexes
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 8 
 

Which two functions does exArchive perform? (Choose two.)
 

A. pulls messages from the journaling mailboxes

B. creates container files

C. monitors message volumes

D. retrieves operating statistics for volumes, indexes, and general system parameters
 

Answer: B,C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 9 
 

In a Windows environment, what are two Lotus-only requirements for EmailXtender installation?

(Choose two.)
 

A. Windows NT/2000 (NetBIOS) name for the email server

B. license server name

C. email account user password

D. XML parser 3.0

E. Windows administrator's email address
 

Answer: A,C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 10 
 

Which statement about the EmailXtender License Server is true?
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